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"QMBS’ aim is to offer genuine and realistic

experiences of the Bar that you would not

normally be exposed to during your

studies. We wish to stress that studying law

is only a small part of what it takes to

become a practising barrister, therefore,

myself and the events and competitions

team have orchestrated BARFIGHT in order

for you to gain practical experience to

support your journey to the Bar.

This competition has been designed for

you to demonstrate that you can work in

high-pressured and fast paced

environments: where you must think on

your feet, work in a team and develop your

legal research and application of the law.

This competition also exists for you to

show off your oral and written advocacy to

future employers.

QMBS has spent a great deal of time and

effort on this event, especially Aakash

Dutta who has been paramount and

integral to this event's success - and its

overall creation. So please take a moment

to thank him once you have completed the

competition. 

We hope you enjoy it as much as we

enjoyed planning it, and we hope to see

you at future QMBS events for the next few

years to come."

Alexi Norris
(President QMBS)

Pearls of wisdom from
our President and
Vice-President

"I am currently the sitting Vice President of

Queen Mary Bar Society. We are a student

led society who are determined to grant

greater access to the Bar for our students.

As the most diverse of the Russell Group

Universities we are committed to making

the bar reflective of our student population.

Our society provides educational events,

advocacy and networking opportunities

with chambers and barristers, as well as

exclusive tours and insight into the Bar

Professional Training Course and GDL,

organised by the Inns of Court. 

The Queen Mary Bar Society are

organising and hosting ‘BARFIGHT' 

For the first time.We are very delighted that

so many UK universities are participating in

the first legal competition event of its kind,

and we hope to annually organise and host

this event. ‘BARFIGHT’ provides a chance

for inter-varsity competition, allowing

students to experience an intensely

pressured environment, which will

undoubtedly force participants to think on

their feet. We hope that this experience is

as enjoyable for you as it is for us, and best

of luck in the competition!"

Tanisha Patel
(Vice-President QMBS)



An insight from our
Head of Events and Head
of Competitions

"Hello! Being the Head of Events for the

Queen Mary Bar Society has been an

outright privilege. From meeting world

class barristers to lobbying with the

brightest law students England has to

offer, it has been an amazing experience. 

BARFIGHT has been a dream that has kept

me awake for numerous nights. The only

regret with BARFIGHT is that I cant take

part in BARFIGHT! 

As a participant you can expect

increasingly challenging rounds,

scintillating competition, unforgiving

judges and an experience you will never

forget .

As organisers, we hope you bring in your

'A' game, network, have loads of fun, and

experience euphoria.

Cant wait to meet all of you and find out

which university takes home the title of

BARFIGHT!"

Aakash Dutta
(Head of Events QMBS)

“Welcome to BARFIGHT! This two day

competition is aimed at challenging your

abilities and utilising your initiative to allow

your university to succeed. It will not be

easy, yet we wouldn’t be studying law if we

wanted life to be easy. 

If you are ready to put up a good fight then

I cannot wait to see you at the other side!“

Tejal Shah
(Head of Competitions QMBS)



BARFIGHT
England's first Bar-Fest

BARFIGHT is a cumulation of events that
include Moot-Court, Advocacy, Cross-
Examination, Alternate Dispute
Resolution/Negotiation & Draft-Off.

BARFIGHT is an Inter-University Bar-Fest
with universities from all over England
taking part, fighting to be crowned the
overall winners of BARFIGHT 2K20.

BARFIGHT 2K20 will be held online on the
17th and 24th of October 2020 using Zoom
to help maintain social distancing. 



Each University to send 1 team of 2

participants, with one being the

senior appellant and one being the

junior appellant. 

Each team will get a total of 25

minutes speaking time for day 1

rounds, with 15 minutes givent to

the senior appellant and 15 mintutes

to the junior appellant. 

All further details will be furbished

during the Moot-Court workshop on

the road to BARFIGHT.

EVENTS
MOOT COURT

An unorthodox Moot-Court in

collaboration with the Queen Mary

Mooting Society.

Rounds will be held in the categories

of Public Law, Contract Law, Land Law

and Criminal Law.

8 teams will be shortlisted for the event

post prelims, with 4 teams moving on

to day 2 for Semi-Finals and 2 teams for

the Finals respectively.



EVENTS
ADVOCACY

Each University to send 1 team of 2

participants for this event. 

Each round will be a case study,

requiring the participants to submit

deliverables, followed by a

presentation.

The case study can be of current

affairs, fictitious or a hybrid of both.

The case study will give an outline of

an issue, develop characters in

conflict, assign roles and demand

deliverables.

The participants have to represent

their clients in front of the judges.

Deliverables to range from legal

documentations to power-points.

Teams will be judged on language,

presentation & body language,

deliverables, quality of debate and

rebuttal.

All further details will be furbished

during the Advocacy workshop on

the road to BARFIGHT.



EVENTS
CROSS EXAMINATION

The better the quality of information

with regard to the objective, the

higher the points awarded. Bonus

points for getting the witness to

contradict the opposing council’s

facts and arguments.

Participants will be judged on,

quality of questioning, presentation

& body language, intimidation and

relevance.

All further details will be furbished

during the Cross-Examination

workshop on the road to BARFIGHT.

Case study competition. Individual

event, 1 participant per university.

Case studies will involve case

backgrounds given with witness

statements.

Participants are to determine

questions for cross examination.

The goal is to gain specific relevant

information from the witness with

limited questions per participant.

The case study will inform what the

objective of each round is.



EVENTS
ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION/NEGOTIATION

Teams will be judged on negotiation

tactics, mediation, debating skills

and presentation.

All further details will be furbished

during the Alternate Dispute

Resolution/Negotiation workshop on

the road to BARFIGHT.

Case Study Competition. Team of 2,

1 team per university.

The participants will be given a case

and will be assigned a council.

The rounds will be conducted with

proxy clients who will sit with the

participants.

The participants will be required to

advice clients, mediate, persuade

and negotiate.



EVENTS
DRAFT-OFF

Participants will be judged on

format, content, presentation and

timing

All further details will be furbished

during the Draft-Off workshop on the

road to BARFIGHT.

Legal documentation drafting

competition. Individual event, 1

participant per university.

Participants will be challenged to

produce various legal documents,

with time constraints.

The top 8 prelims will be selected for

day 1 of BARFIGHT, the top 4 make it

to day 2.



EVENTS
ROAD TO BARFIGHT

Towards the end of the Road to

BARFIGHT there will be a casual

online law quiz to help participants

connect and check out the

competition.

A participant is only expect to attend

the Road to BARFIGHT workshop for

the event they are taking part in.

It is imperative that participants

attend the Road to BARFIGHT to

keep up with the competition.

Since BARFIGHT is the first of its

kind, QMBS will organise workshops

for every event.

These workshops will be conducted

by the best in the business to help

the participants get a good taste of

what they are in for.

The workshops will provide

invaluable networking opportunities

and will help connect with the

competing universities



Participant Universities will be

scored per event.

1st place in an event attracts 30

points, 2nd-20 points, 3rd-10

points and participation will attract

5 points.

The university with the highest

points at the end of the fest will be

crowned the victor university. The

winner of BARFIGHT 2K20.

Event wise scoring will be

weighted as per the round. The

prelims have a weightage of 1,

quarter-finals will be 2, semi-finals

3 and finals 5. (Event Specific)

The score from each round adds

up through to the finals for every

team/participant. (Cumulative

Scoring)

Each round will be judged out of

50.

The weights will work such that,

quarter-final will establish a max

score of 100, the semi-finals 150

and the finals 250. (after

multiplying weights)

Other relevant details will be

provided during the Road to

Barfight. 

RULES & REGULATIONS
SCORING



ROUNDS

Each event will provide prelims,

weeks before the fest. The top 8

submissions will be selected for

day 1 of BARFIGHT.

On day one, each session will

involve the presentation of the

prelims. (Except for Draft-Off)

After day one, elimination will take

place and the round for the Semi-

Finals will be released to the

qualifying participants.

The first session of day 2 (24th

Oct) will be the presentation of the

Semi-finals, post which further

eliminations will take place.

The  finals will be a on spot round

to challenge the spontaneity of

the teams and participants. 

These rounds can be continuation

of previous rounds to aid events

where on spot round are difficult

to execute.

Other relevant details will be

provided during the Road to

Barfight.

RULES & REGULATIONS



REGISTRATIONS

Registration links are
attached to the E-mail
with which this
handbook was
attached.
It isn't compulsory to
register for every
event, but it will help
get points in order to
win the title.
Registrations close on
1st October 2020
Registrations are to be
made by the student
representative for the
University's contingent.
A contingent can have
a maximum of 8 UG
student participants
and a minimum of 1.
A student can take part
only in one event.



POINTS OF CONTACT
info@queenmarybarsociety.org

https://www.queenmarybarsociety.org/

+44 73666 16077


